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Sharpen your pencils and ready your sketchpads. Be ready to capture reality in an immortalized
illustration! Learn everything you need to know about drawing, its elements, and the tools used to
create great pieces of art in as fast as half an hour. This book is for all people who come from all
walks of life. It surely is a great listen for anyone - the young and the young at heart, men and
women, rich or poor, especially beginners who want to learn the basics and become proficient in the
art of drawing. It is also great for those who already have some experience with drawing but still
want to cultivate their skills in order to create sketches and artworks like a pro. You will learn a lot of
things, starting from the basic elements of a drawing and the uses of shading and how it can level
up any illustration up to the simple steps of how to draw portraits and scenes.By the time you finish
reading this book, you are going to be able to know the common mistakes that beginner artists
commit and learn how you can avoid them. You will also be able to know the importance of knowing
your tools well in order to achieve the effects that you are aiming for. Why You Must Have This
Book! In this book you will learn how to do proper shading in order to add effects and emotions to
the subjects of your drawing. This book will teach you the steps of how to draw a human face
properly and how to draw the elements of a scene properly In this book you will learn how to utilize
the different elements of a drawing to your greatest advantage. This book will guide you through the
different kinds of pencils, paper, and hand grips suited for the kinds of effects you want to
incorporate in your drawing. This book will teach you the different principles of drawing and how the
accurate usage of each principle will help you become an expert in drawing.
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No illustrations to use for examples. More of a textbook format. Very small

I enjoy drawing a lot and this book showed me new ways of using my skills. The book contains
details of some steps, but I am looking for patterns or illustrations and samples of a finished product.
This book is full of useful information for any beginner to get started. I recommed this book to
anyone who loves to draw as much as I do.

If you are looking to master in drawing as if you have enthusiasm over drawing this is best what you
can do as you can read the steps in the book and if kept in practice I am sure you will keep rocking
as i did with this book.

I was very much interested in drawing but could not get a chance to continue after school. This book
helped me to start over again. It has interesting contents and ways to sketch. All very informative.

this book is really for us beginners who has like no background in drawing or anyone who is not in to
arts. great guide! HIGHLY RECOMMENDED!

Good book. Valuable skills for anyone. Really helped me develop my own skills. Glad I made this
purchase.

Another crappy "drawing" book without any drawings!It just shows that the author knows nothing
about drawing. It's just another knock-it-out-quick book to make money.There's nothing of value to
the reader. Move along, there's literally nothing to see here.

This is a good guide for a very novice drawer. Lots of definitions and techniques are described.
Paper and pencil types are discussed in detail and I think the author explains a basic knowledge of
what an artist needs to get started with drawing. I wouldn't say this was an ultimate guide to drawing
since there were no illustrations in the book and no practice exercises. If this is the author's
beginner's book with an intermediate and expert book on the way, I think it's a good start to a nice
collection of guides.
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